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							GPS antennae  

			
							
				GPS/GLONASS antenna allows getting information about your car’s positioning data no matter what the distance between you and your car is.
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                        Pandora NAV-08 Pro
                    

                    
                    
                        GPS tracker with a Bluetooth tag in its set, which is used for the authorization purpose.
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                        GPS tracker featuring Bluetooth 5.0 and 4G.
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                        Pandora NAV-08 Move
                    

                    
                    
                        Pandora NAV-08 Move determines the car's precise GPS positioning data.
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                        Pandora NAV-X
                    

                    
                    
                        The Pandora NAV-X GSM/GPS module provides total control over the car no matter the distance between the vehicle and its owner.
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                        Pandora NAV-09
                    

                    
                    
                        GPS/GSM module meant for the Pandora DX-90 B, DX-90 BT и DX-91.
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                        Pandora NAV-08 Plus
                    

                    
                    
                        The Pandora NAV-08 Plus GPS tracker is based on the Pandora NAV-08 and differs from it by extended receiver sensitivity and the possibility of SMS programming.
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                        GPS antenna for all the Pandora Bluetooth systems.
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                        Pandora NAV-035
                    

                    
                    
                        The Pandora NAV-035 GPS module uses 2,4 GHz frequency to communicate with the alarm system's main unit.
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                        Pandora NAV-03
                    

                    
                    
                        The Pandora NAV-03 GPS module provides you with precise positioning data of your car.
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                        Pandora NAV-08
                    

                    
                    
                        Autonomous GPS tracker features an independent power supply and can be placed literally in any place in a vehicle, in a child’s backpack or on an animal’s collar.
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                        Pandora NAV-05
                    

                    
                    
                        The Pandora NAV-05 GSM/GPS/GLONASS-tracker always knows where your car is and allows you to track the car using the pro.p-on.ru online service.
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				GPS/GLONASS antenna allows getting information about your car’s positioning data no matter what the distance between you and your car is. All the Pandora systems which have a GSM-module can be equiped with a GPS module as well. Some advanced systems already have this module in their set.

Pandora sends the positioning data to the owner's cell phone no matter the model. If you use a regular cell phone you'll receive a link on Google maps with your car pointed out on it; for iOS and Android users there is a free Pandora mobile app which allows tracking the car easily and conveniently.
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				Pandora car alarm

Gariūnų gatvė 77, Vilnius, Lithuania 

Kotsyubinskogo street 4, Moscow, Russia 

Call us now: 

+3 706 215-61-65 

+7 495 975-98-25

Email:  info@pandoracaralarm.com
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